
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLY CASTING SKILLS CHALLENGE PROGRAM 

Bronze Levels 3 & 4 

 

Here we go again - another boring article about the Fly Casting Skills 

Challenge Program! Despite the seemingly tedious subject, my challenge to 

you is to continue reading this series as I believe we can all learn something 

by looking at the tasks involved and how to perform them. This month we 

look at Levels 3 & 4 which both relate to roll casting. 
 

As I mentioned previously there is some debate about whether we should 

start teaching a beginner with the Pick Up and Lay Down Cast (PULD) or 

Roll Cast. If you are looking at the complete novice the roll cast is a quick, 

easy and safe way for them to get a fly on the water as soon as possible. 

Years ago I did some casual guiding for what was then a private fishery at 

Launceston Lakes. Many of the visitors had never picked up a fly rod before 

and wanted to catch their first Tasmanian trout on fly… before they flew 

home that afternoon! The roll cast was always my starting point. Anyone 

serious about learning fly fishing and in for the long haul started with the 

PULD. Both casts are essential if you want to become a competent fly fisher. 
 

The roll cast is such an important cast to learn as it has so many uses. I’m 

surprised at how many people don’t use the roll cast as often as they should. 

Maybe it’s because they don’t know how to executive it correctly or don’t 

realize how versatile a cast it is. Later will look at how to perform the roll 

cast but first let’s look at what it can be used for: 
 

The roll cast is used: 



 
 to remove slack line before making a PULD cast 

 when there is limited space behind to make a backcast 

 to unsnag a line when caught on an obstacle 

 when a tailing wind is too strong to make a backcast. 

 to quickly and quietly pick up a floating line 

 to roll a sinking line up to the surface 

 to set the hook when you have a lot of slack 

 to make small changes of direction before recasting 

 to keep everyone safe when beginners are fishing! 

 to cast under an obstacle 

 as the basis of learning switch and spey casts. 

 

 

 

 

For the purpose of this article I have combined Levels 3 and 4 of the Fly 

Casting Skills Program. They are both about roll casting with the only 

different being which side of your body you make the cast. Being able to 

make a roll cast on either side of your body is important when there are 

obstacles or wind in the equation. Whether you switch side with your 

dominant hand or simple learn to use your non-dominant hand is not 

important (except if you want to pass Level 4) as long as you can perform the 

cast in all conceivable conditions. Here’s what you have to learn to do:  

 
Roll Cast, Dominant Side: The roll cast is a very useful cast for removing slack in the 

line or when there is limited backcast space. Starting with the fly at 40 ft., the caster will 

perform a 40 ft. roll cast on the dominant shoulder (right shoulder for a right-handed 

person) with the leader straightening to within 2 ft. of the 40 ft. target center. A roll cast 

tool (artificial anchor) may be used if performed on grass at participant’s discretion. 

The D loop (the back loop) should be established by slowly dragging the line into 

position such that the fly and leader do not leave the water surface or grass.  

 
 

Roll Cast, Non-Dominant Side: This cast is often used in situations where there are 

obstacles or the wind is blowing in from the dominant side. Starting with the fly at 40 

ft., the caster will perform 40 ft. roll cast on the non-dominant shoulder (left shoulder 

for a right-handed person with rod held in right hand) with the leader straightening to 

within 2 ft. of the 40 ft. target center. A roll cast tool (artificial anchor) may be used if 

performed on grass at participant’s discretion. The D loop (the back loop) should be 

established by slowly dragging the line into position on the non-dominant side of the 

body such that the fly and leader do not leave the water surface or grass. 

 

 
How to Make a Roll Cast 



The roll cast is just a forward cast without a backcast. I realize that many of you can already perform a 

roll cast but I am going to include the instructions just in case. These are written by Molly Semenik  

FFI Board of Directors/Casting Board of Governors Master Certified Casting Instructor. If you want 

to watch a video of the roll cast look here:   https://vimeo.com/317117187 

 

Steps to the Roll Cast:  

1. Rod tip low to the water  

2. Tilt rod slightly away from body  

3. Slowly drag the line back to form a D-loop behind the shoulder  

4. Check hand, rod angle position, insure rod is tilted away from body  

5. Forward cast stopping just above horizontal  

6. Lower the rod tip to the water  

 

“Start with the fly, leader, and a few feet of fly line on the water. Pull approximately two rod-lengths 

of fly line off the reel. Hold the rod horizontal in front of you, then wiggle it quickly side to side. This 

will pull the extra line out of the rod tip. The fly line is now in a pile in front of you. With one or two 

fingers of your rod hand, pin the line against the cork handle, to keep the line from slipping. Now, 

because the fly line is directly in front of your body, take a step or two to the left if you are right-

handed (step to the right if you are left handed), so the line ends up in front of your rod hand, rather 

than your body.  

With the rod canted outward at about 15 degrees, slowly draw the line back to form a half circle (D-

loop) behind the shoulder. This D-loop should be aligned 180 degrees opposite the target (the 180 

degree principle). When drawing the fly line backward, it shouldn’t leave the water. Now look at your 

hand, which should be near your ear. The rod angle should be such that the rod tip is pointing to about 

1:00 on a clock face with the thumb pointed nearly straight up. Keep the rod canted outward at about 

15 degrees so the fly line stays away from your body and out of your way.  

 

 

 

 

 

Look at your target and make sure the reel 

is also facing the target. Cast forward and 

stop the hand just above the horizontal 

position with the rod angled at about 10:00 

o’clock. The loop will travel forward on or 

above the water’s surface with the line and 

leader straightening completely. As the line 

begins to fall to the water, lower the rod tip 

and follow the line downward.  

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/317117187


 

The roll cast requires the caster to throw 

harder than a comparable overhead cast. 

When performing this cast, the fly reel 

should face the target and the fly rod 

should track in a straight line. Once the 

fly line loop is on its way to the target, 

the fly rod tip can be lowered to the 

water. The next cast will be easier. With 

the line straight in front, again slowly 

draw the line back to form a D-loop and 

forward cast as described above.” 

 

 

 

For those who are following the program like me and wanting to pass this level you need to be aware 

that roll casts work best on water. The tension of the water on the line loads the rod. If you are roll 

casting on grass the line is not going to stick and it will be difficult to get the rod to load. This can be 

overcome on grass to a certain degree by using a roll cast tool or artificial anchor. The tool simply 

needs to anchor the fly so that when you begin the roll cast your fly line meets with resistance. What 

you use for a roll cast tool is up to your imagine. You can clip you fly to a clipboard, put it inside a 

book, cut a grove in a screwdriver and stick it in the ground, have someone stand on it or make 

something elaborate like this: 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To execute a roll cast correctly and pass these two levels you should pay particular attention to your D 

loop, rod rotation, body movement and stopping the rod. The bigger – or further behind you can place 

your D loop the further your cast will go. The test stipulates that the line must move slowly and stay 

in contact with the water/grass at all times. There’s nothing wrong with aerialising your D loop but 

you would be performing a switch cast and not a roll cast if you did. Keep the line on the grass/water 

and pause when the D loop is in position. 

 

Translating and rotating the rod is at the core of the casting stroke. If we want to make a narrow 

efficient loop we need to keep the rod tip travelling in a near straight line. Think painting the 



underside of a flat roof as opposed to painting the inside of an igloo (although why you would want to 

paint an igloo I don’t know!). It’s all about translating the rod for as long as possible and then making 

the final rotation. Do this: \ ////////////// not this: \ /.  Roll casting is all about making the line roll out not 

rolling the arm over to make the cast. And by the way you need to make the line roll out in the air for 

this test and most roll casts. 

 

To achieve the longest possible translation (//////////////) before rotation (\ /) you need to move your 

body. This could just be rocking forward or by actually taking a step forward. If you have the space 

there is nothing wrong with stepping back to form your D loop and then stepping forward to make the 

cast. The more line you can keep under tension the more load you can put on the rod and the more 

effective your cast will be. 

 

To make the leader turn over and the fly land within 2 feet of the target you must stop the rod. If you 

are thinking of the roll cast in terms of rolling your arm over you are probably thinking the rod will 

stop when it hits the ground. It will but you line and leader won’t and it will land like a bowl of 

spaghetti and be nowhere near the target. To launch your line at the end of the stroke you must stop 

the rod high to allow the line to form a loop and roll out. Stop high and follow through with the rod so 

you end up with the rod pointing at the target. 

 

Finally a few words about the equipment to use when making a roll cast. The longer the rod the better 

it will be to roll cast as it will allow you to make a bigger D loop. A line with a long belly such as a 

spey line or double taper will roll cast better that a shooting head. In fact it is almost impossible to 

make a roll cast when you are trying to turn over the thick line with thin in a shooting head. Sinking 

lines will roll cast once you have got them to the surface but you had better not pause too long once 

setup or the line will sink again. 

 

The roll cast is one of the most important and useful casts you will ever learn. Get it right from the 

beginning and it will open up many new fishing opportunities for you. If you want to progress to 

double handed rods and Spey casting you must master the roll cast.  

                                                                                                                                       Allan Ekert  

*******  

 


